SB\textsuperscript{\textregistered}SA

MONTHLY GENERAL MEETING

THURSDAY, JUNE 28, 12:30 PM, LKSC 4TH FLOOR

SBSA.STANFORD.EDU
Agenda

1. SBSA events
2. Summer SBSA Proposal Cycle
3. Biosciences-wide activities and resources fair (joint with BioAIMS)
4. Open floor for questions and concerns
Recent SBSA events

May 31: SBSA Spring BBQ
Upcoming SBSA Events

SBSA/ADVANCE July Happy Hour

- July 27 5pm-7pm
- MSOB Courtyard

SBSA Leadership Retreat

- July 29 @ Huddart Park
- $10 Copay, everyone welcome
- Contact Zintis if you want to see something specific at retreat - schedule is still in progress

Mid-quarter Recharge

- July 23-26
- July 11 - Follow the Artist painting class, check out the calendar to RSVP

https://parks.smcgov.org/huddart-park
Summer Proposal Cycle

Will You Fund My Idea?

SBSA PROPOSALS DUE 6/29 FRI

QUESTIONS? CONTACT JULIE KO (KOJULIEH@STANFORD.EDU)
OR LAWRENCE BAI (LAWRENCE.BAI@STANFORD.EDU)
SBSA/BioAIMS Activities and Resource Fair

Tentative date: October 4 (afternoon before lab coat ceremony?)

Rationale:

- GOALIE inevitably conflicts with something (lab retreat, camping trip, etc.)
- Many med-related groups not represented at GOALIE

Email sent out looking for student organizations that have Biosciences members or are looking to recruit Biosciences students

Good way to get those first years looking for NSF broader aims...
Open discussion

- COWFARM needs a new person to run it! Contact Glade Dlott

- BioAIMS
  - Proposal for mentorship between postdocs and grad students - contact Amy Fan if you’re interested in helping set that up
  - Piloting diversity faculty seminar series - invite faculty from outside of Stanford